Welsh education is administered through a Welsh department of the
Board of Education, but in this case bi-lingual teaching, a more democratic
growth of secondary schools, and an autonomous Celtic culture present peculiar
features and problems* Local schools and Universities have played an impor-
tant part in preserving the national character and traditions of Scotland and
Wales. Long may this be so and long may they resist the colourless accent
of a dull uniformity !
English schools at their best have a dual purpose. Firstly they are mini-
ature communities, symbolic of a better organised state and centres of resistance
to the vulgar commercialism of their day. Such a criterion applies equally
to state and private schools, to nursery and adult classes, and to this extent
a school is a spiritual community. But there is a second object, namely, to
prepare young people for the dignity of self-support* When industry was
domestic and carried on in the home, apprenticeship covered most of the skills ;
but with the division and sub-division of labour and the growth of specialist
functions in industry, commerce and agriculture there has also grown, though
at an unequal pace, a vast apparatus of technical, commercial and vocational
instruction. Skilled apprenticeship has largely been replaced by the poly-
technic classes of a modern technical college. In like manner the young girl
of last century, who used to learn cooking under the eye of her mother and take
part in baking the weekly bread, nowadays learns domestic ecortomy. Sec-
cohdary and other schools have been multiplied to meet the demand for clerks
and the professions.	*	' .
More and more, therefore, it is becoming common to make schools micro-
cosms of the larger world, with a score of different" activities in process ; even
the elements of commercial arithmetic can be learned by keeping real accounts,
just as the beginnings of science can be discovered by boys who are let loose in a
biological laboratory and a school garden* By such methods our modern
schools are trying to unite living and learning. The artificial divisions of
vocational and cultural studies reflects a confusion of thought, Is it cultural
education to make a study of folk-songs, but vocational to learn an instrument ?
Is it cultural to study the classics and vocational to train at an art school ?
Is it cultural to learn through your head and vocational to learn through your
eye and by your hands ? One has only to pursue the question to its logical
conclusion to show that whatever differences-may exist among types of edu-
cation, this particular one is as unreal as it is unhelpful.
The Englishman's instinctive distrust, both of experts and of intellectuals
and his reliance on the common-sense of the average man has a deep historical
basis, but in the future it will need qualification* - In the process of trying
to educate a whole society, it will be -necessary to combine specialist training
with a higher general level of understanding* Training can be obtained
partly in schools and colleges and partly in actual employment i understanding
proceeds not only from the study of history, literature and philosophy, but
also from contact with a rich variety of associations* More and more it wiU

